
 
 

Abstract 
A 2.2” QVGA(320x240) 262,114 color AMOLED 

module has been developed using digital driving 

methodology. In this paper, we discuss the development 
of diver IC which is applied to Digital AMOLED module. 

Technologies for low cost IC structure and image quality 

enhancement are presented. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 

AMOLED has attractive advantages over other 

FPDs such as wide viewing angle, fast response, low 
power consumption and thin panel thickness[1]. 
However, it is hard to commercialize because OLED 

which is current driven device has great dependency 
upon backplane performance and uniformity. 
Typically there are three driving types for 

AMOLED. Voltage driving type has a good capability 
of data writing but cannot compensate non-uniformity 
of backplane such as mobility variation[2]. Current 

driving type has a good performance on compensation 
of backplane non-uniformity if source driver IC can 
deliver its current to pixels on panel. However, current 

driving type has a charging problem especially at low 
level current because of large capacitive load on 
panel[3]. Digital driving type has a good capability on 

data writing and can avoid backplane non-uniformity 
by adopting driving TFT as a switch. 

When it comes to digital driving, however, image 

quality problem coming from digital halftone 
algorithm and over all cost for module are big 
concerns to compete with TFT-LCD. Therefore, we 

introduce image quality enhancement technology and 
low cost IC structure for commercialization of 
AMOLED. 

 

2. Memory block shrinkage 
 

In digital driving type, driver IC size could be larger 
than analog driving type because logics for 
quantization error compensation and memory blocks 

for sub-field are necessary. Fig.1 shows conventional 
structure of memory blocks, and the operation is as 
follow. When host memory transfers the data which is 

processed by halftone algorithm and rearranged for 
sub-field arrangement to display memory1, the 
display memory2 transfers the data to the output stage. 

Two display memory blocks take the role of reading 
and writing alternatively as described above. 
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Fig.1. Conventional memory structure and timing 

diagram 
 
 

To reduce memory block size, we used only one 
display memory block. As shown in fig.2, We split 
one frame into blank time and display time and 

transferred the data from the host memory to display 
memory during the blank time. Even though there is 
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trade off between memory size and display time, we 
achieved good display quality and reduced IC size at 

the same time by minimizing blank time duration to 
the 1/8 of frame time. 
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Fig.2. Developed memory structure and timing 

diagram 
 
 

3. Power Consumption  
 

In LTPS TFT, variation of threshold voltage and 
mobility is very large. If we adopt this transistor as 
current source of OLED which means analog driving, 

complex compensation circuits are needed. Such as 
5T1C(5 transistors & 1 capacitor) or 6T2C[2,3], 
inserting complex compensation circuits in pixel 

reduce OLED aperture ratio with bottom emission 
type. In low aperture ratio, OLEDs and driving TFTs 
need high current density for brightness. The high 

current density induces fast aging of OLEDs and TFTs 
because of large stress. 

But, in digital driving, we use transistor just for 

switch, so need simple circuits, such as 2T1C, 3T1C. 
Simple pixel architecture allows large aperture ratio. 
Moreover, in analog driving, 3~5V is applied to 

Vds(drain to source node voltage) of driving TFTs, 
while hundreds mV for digital driving. There are a 
few DC power consumptions in digital driving TFT 

panel. So, digital driving AM-OLED module 
consumes 30% less power than analog driving in the 
condition of the same luminance. 

 
 

4. MUX Implantation 
 

Size of output stage can be easily calculated from 
the number of output stage. To reduce output stage 
size, we integrated 2:1 MUX circuit on panel. Fig.3. 

shows timing diagram of odd and even frame of MUX 
driving.  

When we apply MUX scheme, we should carefully 
consider about data mixing between prior and present 
data addressing. In fig.3.(a), we assume that scan 

signal is turned on during entire one scan time, then 
data of prior scan could be inserted in even line pixels. 
To avoid this problem, scan is turned on during half 

scan time.  
In this scheme, odd data line is charged and floated. 

Then, the scan turns on as shown in fig.3.(a). It is 

noted that the capacitive load of data line is much 
larger than the storage capacitor of pixel. Even though 
the data in odd line is addressed to pixel by capacitive 

sharing, the data value could not be distorted. In 
addition, our scheme has immunity on the distortion 
of data value because of digital driving.   

To assure immunity of MUX addressing, odd and 
even data lines are alternatively driven by changing 
MUX signal in every frame as depicted on fig.3.(a) 

and (b). 
 

 
(a) Odd frame MUX waveform diagram 

 

 
(b) Even frame MUX waveform diagram 

Fig.3. MUX waveform diagram 
 

 

Our first digital driver IC, which has 
720(240x3RGB) channel outputs and 23mm x 2.7mm 

size, used 1 frame memory and 2 display memory 
blocks for data rearrangement, and adopts various 
digital halftone schemes for reducing quantization 
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noise. 
Newly developed driver IC only uses 1 display 

memory, so total memories are reduced 3 to 2 
compare to our old driver IC. And novel MUX timing 
scheme reduce output channels from 720 to 360. 

Newly developed driver IC size is half of old one. 
Fig.4 shows comparison of two types of digital driver 
ICs. 

 
 

 
(a) New driver IC in module  (b) Old driver IC in 
module 
Fig. 4.  2 types of digital driver ICs in module 
 
 

5. Image quality 
 

We use 6 bit data for 2.2 gamma 64 gray levels. And 
additional bits for digital halftone scheme were used 
in order to compensate digital quantization noise. In 

our first developed driver IC, there were halftone 
noises at mobile phone camera scene. For new driver 
IC, however, we improved the scheme so that halftone 

noise is diminished as human eyes hardly aware it. 
In mobile application, power supplying comes from 

one side of panel. Because parasitic resistance make 

IR drop of power supply lines, supply voltage of each 
pixel varies from near end to far end. So, luminance of 
panel would be non-uniformly distributed. Such non-

uniformity is directly connected to yield of mass 
production.  
As shown in fig.5.(a), this voltage IR drop make 

13% luminance difference in our panel. To raise 
backplane yield we adopted uniformity compensation 
scheme. Each data from host memory are processed 

by gain block according to its scan line number. As 
depicted on fig.5.(b) uniformity of panel is enhanced 
from 87% to 93%. 

 
 

 

(a) before compensation 
 

 
(b) after compensation 

Fig. 5.  Uniformity Compensation 
 
 

6. Evaluation with panel 
 
Table1 shows the specification of developed digital 

driving AMOLED panel. Its diagonal size is 2.2inch, 
and its pixel pitch is 46um x 139.5um. The pixels are 
arranged in stripe type with 240 x RGB horizontal 

pixels multiplied by 320 vertical pixels. And 18bit 
CPU interface is used for mobile application. The 
photograph of 2.2” digital driving AMOLED panel is 

depicted on fig.6. 
 
 

 
 
 

Panel Luminance(Cd/m2) 

Panel Luminance(Cd/m2) 
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TABLE 1. Specifications of AMOLED display 

Diagonal size 2.2 inch 

Color  262k 

Pixel pitch 46.5um x 139.5um 

Resolution 240 x RGB x 320 

Brightness 200 nit 

Luminance uniformity 93% 

Interface 18bit CPU I/F 

Driving method Digital driving 

 

 

7. Conclusion 
 

We developed one-chip driver IC which integrate 
enhanced memory interface scheme, MUX driver, 
digital halftone scheme and panel luminance 

uniformity compensation scheme. Therefore, image 
quality is improved and its size is shrunken up to 50% 
compare to our old driver IC and panel power 

consumption is diminished because of driving type 
generic. The development of novel digital driver IC 
allows AMOLED display competing with TFT-LCD 

not only in cost but also in quality. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Fig.6. Photograph of AMOLED display 
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